The hybridization of σ and π orbitals of carbon atoms in graphene depends on the surface curvature. Considering a single junction between flat and rippled graphene subsystems, it is found an accumulation of charge in the rippled subsystem due to Klein penetration phenomenon that gives rise to n-p junction. Using this fact, we show that the momentum distribution of electrons in ballisitically propagating beam can be selective without a waveguide, or external electric, and/or magnetic fields in graphene strip under experimentally feasible one-dimensional periodic potential. Such a potential is created with the aid of superlattice that consists of periodically repeated graphene pieces with different hybridizations of carbon orbits, produced by variation of the graphene surface curvature. The charge redistribution and selected transmission of electrons, caused by the superlattice, allows to control the electron focusing in the considered system by simply changing the element properties in the superlattice. * Electronic address: rashid@theor.jinr.ru
I. INTRODUCTION
There is an enormous experimental and theoretical activity devoted to graphene and graphene based devices. Indeed, a graphene being a zero-gap semiconductor yields exceptionally high mobility of charged carriers. However, the inability to control this mobility in a graphene is a supreme concern of nanoelectronics. Nevertheless, unique properties of graphene nanostuctures, discussed below, offer a promicing approach in this field.
The low-energy spectrum of graphene is quite well described theoretically in the effective mass approximation by the linear energy dispersion, which is the same as Weyl's equation for massless neutrino [1] . This description has been proved experimentally, for example, by the observation of a relativistic analogue of the integer Hall effect (e.g., [2, 3] ). The linear dispersion is explained as a consequence of graphene crystal structure that consists of two equivalent carbon sublattices. This fact allows to introduce graphene quasiparticles with different pseudospin quantum numbers associated with corresponding sublattices. As a result, such quasiparticles are expected to behave differently from those in conventional metals and semiconductors [4] . It was shown in Ref. [5] that the conservation of the pseudospin forbids strictly charged carrier backscattering in a graphene monolayer with electrostatic potential scattering that mimics the n-p junction. The barrier always remains perfectly transparent for the normal incidence of electrons, while the transmission decreases for other angles. By virtue of this fact, electron focusing analogous to optical effects that occur in negative refractive index material is predicted [6] . In fact, it was demonstrated experimentally that: i) turning carrier density in graphene sheet by means of electrical gates [7] ; ii) using electrostatic dopping from buried gates [8] , or iii) transverse magnetic focusing [9] , -it is possible to obtain angle-dependent carrier transmission in graphene n-p junction. These results confirm evidently that, indeed, electron transport through graphene n-p junction has much resemblance to light rays crossing a boundary between materials with different optical index. All these phenomena are founded on unimpeded Klein tunneling penetration [10] through gate potential barriers, that is used recently to create a graphene transistor on tunable fermion optics [11] .
It is noteworthy to mention that above discussed results are based on assumption of use external electrical or magnetic accessories to control the focusing of electron flow. We recall, however, that graphene sheets are not perfectly flat, and ripples are considered as most natural sources that might be used to control the elctron mobility as well. Indeed, the effect of the corrugations in graphene on the electronic structure and density of states was evidently demonstrated in Ref. [12] . It is predicted that ripples could create in graphene: i) electron scattering, caused by the change in nearest-neighbor hopping parameters by the curvature [13, 14] : ii) an electrostatic potential [15, 16] ; or iii) a chiral transport [17] due to a spinorbit interaction induced by the surface curvature [18, 19] . Furthemore, one-dimensional (1D) nanoscale periodic ripples could generate a periodic electronic graphene superlattice [20, 21] .
Note, that typical transition lengths for n-p junction are less 100 nm (e.g., [7] ). A ballistic transport model is sufficient for the study of physics n-p junction devices [22] .
It is appropriate at this point to mention a natural way to control the dispersion of the ballistic electron beam in graphene based systems. It was shown in Refs. [23, 24] that the hybridization of π electron orbital of carbon atom depends on the hybridization of σ orbitals.
As a matter of fact, the hybridization is different in a flat and a corrugated graphene. The purpose of the present paper is to exploit this fact and suggest the novel n-p junction based on different hybridizations of carbon orbits, produced by variation of the graphene surface curvature. Considering the superlattice that consists of periodically repeated graphene pieces with different hybridizations of carbon orbits, we will demonstrate its high angle-dependent selectivity of the transmitted ballistic electrons. This selectivity allows the electron focusing at low-energy physics of graphene without any additional electrical or magnetic sources, simply by element settings in the superlattice.
II. THE MECHANISM OF HYBRIDIZATION IN A CURVED GRAPHENE
Let us specify the mechanism of hybridization of π and σ orbitals in the flat and the curved graphene systems. For the sake of discussion, we recapitulate the basic results for the flat graphene in the effective mass approximation (e.g., [25] ).
We consider the Hamiltonian for the K point (similar approach can be applied for K 
Here, the parameter γ = √ 3γ 0 a/2 depends on the length of the primitive translation vector 
and the energy
Here, the sign s = −1(+1) is associated with the valence (conductance) band. In the flat graphene we have the following hybridization of π and σ orbitals:
Let us discuss the hybridization of σ and π orbitals in the graphene with nonzero curvature. The σ orbitals create the bonds between carbon atoms, while the π orbitals determine the electronic properties of the graphene.
For the sake of illustration we consider a zig-zag nanotube (see Fig.1 ). For the curved graphene (the arc, characterised by the radius R) we obtain the space coordinates of the three nearest-neighbor vectors τ i in the following form:
where sin α = a/4R. At the limit R → ∞, the vectors τ i transform to those of the flat graphene. Evidently, the σ i -orbitals are determined by the vectors τ i . As a result, the σ i and π orbitals can be expressed as follows
With the aid of the orthonormality conditions σ i |σ j = δ ij , π|σ j = 0, and π|π = 1, we determine the parameters {c k , d l } and obtain the following expressions for the π and σ orbitals in the lowest order of the ratio a/R:
The π orbitals are the same for the zig-zag and armchair nanotubes in the lowest order of a/R. They are used to create the Bloch function in the tight-binding approximation. As a result, we obtain the following π orbital energy of the curved graphene surface of radius R
Note, that the orbitals 2p y,z , 2s are localized on the same carbon atom and contribute to the π orbital energy [25] , while there is no such a contribution from the nondiagonal matrix elements. As a result, we obtain that the energy of the curved graphene consists of the energy of the flat graphene ε 2p , and the energy of the 2s, 2p y orbitals brought about by the curvature (see also [23] ).
Using the numerical values for the energies of the |s and |p y orbitals of the carbon atom s|H|s = −12eV, p y |H|p y = −4eV (e.g., [26] ), we obtain for the parameter α ≃ −0.58eV.
Thus, the energy difference between the π orbitals of the curved and flat graphene is
In the curved graphene the effective mass Hamiltonian, Eq.(1), transforms to the form
Here, σ x , σ y are the Pauli matrices and σ 0 is the unity matrix. Solving the Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian (45), we obtain the wave function for the curved region
with eigenvalue E = ε π + sγ κ 2 x + k 2 y . The difference between ε π (curved region) and ε 2p (flat region) is important when the systems with different surface curvature are coupled. Hereafter, for the sake of simplicity we assume that ε π = 0.
III. THE HYBRID GRAPHENE SYSTEM A. Simple junction
Hereafter, we consider a wide enough graphene sheet W ≫ M, where W and M being, respectively, as the width along the y axis and the length along x axis of the graphene sheet.
It means that we keep the translational invariance along the y axis and neglect the edge effects. Due to different hybridization mechanisms, the Fermi energy of the flat graphene is higher than the Fermi energy of the corrugated graphene (see Sec.II). Let us consider the system (see Fig.2 ) that consists of the flat graphene piece (x > 0) connected to the In the combined system (R + F ) electrons flow from the F subsystem to the R subsystem.
The flow stops once the potential energy difference between two sides of the junction is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the difference between two local Fermi levels, similarly to the bimetal interface [27] . The common Fermi level of two subsystems is determined as
Here, the local Fermi energy of the flat region is E f F ≡ ε 2p , while the local Fermi energy of rippled region is E r F ≡ ε π ≡ 0 (see Sec.II). With the aid of the definition of density of states in the graphene (see Ref. [28] )
and Eq. (23), we can define the number of electrons moving to the R region
As a result, taking into account the degeneracy value g s = 4 (spin and valley), γ 0 = 3eV and a = 2.46Å, the electron density profile in the R region, determined by the expression n(R) = 6.6 × 10
yields the density n ∼ 1.6 × 10 12 cm −2 at the R = 3.5Å. In other words, there is the extra charge ∆Q = en per area in the R region and the lack of this charge in the F region (e is the charge of the electron). This situation implies the creation of the n-p junction due to the different hybridization mechanisms. Could we use this fact ? The answer on this question is addressed below.
B. The superlattice effect
Thus, combining two subsystems, we have created a square (sharp) potential step of the
2 on which an electron of energy E = E F > 0 (Eq.23) is incident. As it was stressed in Ref. [15] , in this situation there is an evident analogy with the optical system, when a light beam going through a discontinuity between two transparent media.
Evidently, however, that it is quite difficult to arrange experimentally a sharp potential step in graphene based systems. Most likely n-p junction is expected to be atomically smooth (e.g., Ref. [9] ).
To model such a situation in our case, we consider the hybrid graphene system that consists of R+S+F regions. We introduce the notation S for the semi-rippled subsystem (see Fig.3 ) that consists of N units (superlattice) with the folowing structure of one unit.
It contains the flat and curved (the arc) regions with lengths L 1 and L 2 , respectively. In this case we are faced with the phenomenon of the Klein tunneling (e.g., [15] and references therein) in this hybrid system. To calculate the Klein tunneling through the superlattice (S region), we consider the wave function in the rippled region [ 
For the first flat sector of the S region [
and for the first rippled sector of the
define the wave function in the form
and so on. The unknown coefficients α i , β i , γ i , δ i are obtained from the continuity conditions on the boundary. For the
We assume that electron moves with the kinetic energy E = E F ≡ V 0 /2, where the barrier
At this special case k x = κ x = k, and, therefore, ϕ = χ. Using the continuity conditions on the boundaries, we obtain the following equations for the transmission coefficient t and reflection coefficient r
where
Taking into account that there is the unitary transformation U which diagonalizes the matrix A, i.e.,
we can introduce the following notations
with the following elements:
This trick determines the eigenvalues
As a result we can calculate analytically the electron transmission probability across the interfaces as
If any of the parameters L 1 , L 2 , or N are zero, or the condition kL 1 = πn, n = 0, ±1, . . . is fulfilled, Eq.(41) determines the transmission probability through the sharp step: T (k y ) = cos 2 ϕ. Note, that in the n-p junction creating by the ripple-flat graphene system, the Fermi momentum k F depends on the ripple radius [see also Eq. (23)]
Evidently, one is able to control the degree of focusing of the electron beam by fine turning of the angle φ with the aid of the discussed parameters and, additionally, by means of the ripple radius as well.
In contrast, for nonzero values of the above parameters, we expect a smooth n-p junction.
In order to trace the dependence of the transmission probability on the incident angle of electrons, we calculate numerically Eq. (41) 
The sketch of the smooth interface potential.
Here, the smooth step potential
is defined in the region −ℓ ≤ x ≤ ℓ (see Fig.5 ). The transmission probability for the potential (46) is determined by the expression
Details of calculations could be traced with the aid of Ref. [29] . In our case E F = γk F ≡ V 0 /2, and, correspondingly, k F = V 0 /2γ. In the limit k F ℓ ≪ 1, we obtain the transmission probability through the sharp step, T (k y ) = cos 2 ϕ. In contrast, at the condition k F ℓ ≫ 1 we obtain (see Appendix A)
which coincides with the result [5] . Thus, for the potential (46) the range of transmitted angles is controlled by the ratio k F ℓ ∼ ℓ/λ F , where for our choise of parameters [see also
The superlattice, that consists of 50 units, produces the selectivity that is much stronger than the one of the smooth potential step (see Fig.6 ). In the both cases the length of the interface is 100/k F . 
C. Conductance
From the transmission probability, the conductance is given by the Landauer formula
Here, the integral I N , defined by the expression
characterizes the efficiency of the selection. For example, at L 1 = L 2 = L and k F L ≈ 1, we obtain for N = 1, 2:
and
For the perfect transmission, i.e., for T (k y ) = 1 the conductance
is the natural unit, since
The selective electrons transmission across the interface created by N units is demonstrated on Fig.7 , where the dependance of We recall that the estimation for the smooth step yields the value [5, 15] 
that describes the selectivity effect at the condition k F ℓ ≫ 1.
In order to achieve the smooth step effect, the corrugations with gradually increasing curvature can be used in our case. This conditions leads to the inequality
If we hold fixed the condition ℓ = NL, this inequality determines the number of elements N and their length L at the same length ℓ for the smooth potential and the superlattice. Thus, by appropriate choice of the product NL one can always use the advantage of electron flow focusing through the superlattice, which number of elements can be controlled externally.
Moreover, one can use additionally the fine turning of the ripple radius and change carrier charge densities on different sides of our hybrid system.
IV. SUMMARY
Based on the fact of the different type of hybridization of carbon atom orbitals in the flat and the corrugated graphene pieces, we developed the model of n-p junction. The π orbital dependence on the surface curvature means that the local chemical potential varies with the curvature. In the approximation of the effective mass Hamiltonian, this fact corresponds to the effective electric field that depends on the electron position. This effect becomes important once it would be possible to create a graphene system with controlled variation of the surface curvature.
Indeed, our analysis of the hybrid system that consists of the rippled +semiripple+flat pieces demonstrates the strong selectivity effect of transmitted electron trajectories. The ballistic electron transmission [see Eq. (41)] depends on the radius of the ripple, on the length of the arc of the ripple and on the width of the flat region between ripples. In fact, our system yields the higher selectivity in contrast to the one produced by the smooth step interface (see Fig.6 ). Most important, that the superlattice, described in the paper, enables to one to control the conductance without any additional electrical or magnetic sources. Namely, the selectivity is controlled by the number of suitable N elements of the superlattice. The larger is the number of elements N, the stronger is the selectivity. At N ≫ 1, only for the direction perpendicular to the surface of the S subsystem there is almost the ideal transmission, while for the other angles (k y = 0) there is the strong reflection. This phenomenon is due to the Klein tunneling that is grown in our system by virtue of controlled graphene surface curvature.
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Appendix A: The smooth potential step
The transmisson (47)
can be expressed in the limit k F ℓ ≫ 1 as
Assuming that nonzero transmission probabilities T (k y ) = 0 exist only at the condition k y /k F ≪ 1, we have finally
which is the formula (48).
In the opposite limit k F ℓ ≪ 1, the transmission (47) yields the expression
where it was used the approximation sinh α ≈ α for α ≪ 1. At the condition k y ≪ k F we obtain
